From the President

Hello IGAEA Members!

It is my pleasure to serve as your 2004 President. We have just finished one of the best conferences. Hats off to Dr. Jerry Waite for hosting the 79th IGAEA Conference in Houston, Texas.

My mission for 2004-2005 is to lead this association towards becoming the premiere association—internationally, nationally, and locally. How can we do this? We must unite the generations. There is much to learn from all generations. IGAEA must be a banquet to which everyone comes to be fed. We are farmers and gardeners. However, we have been leaving our crop at home. My challenge to all the members is to establish a Student International Graphic Arts Education Association at your high school, community college, and/or university. Encourage student presentations and participation at our IGAEA Conferences. Promote and encourage all areas of graphic communications through your prospective IGAEA Student Organization. Let the students be a part of the recruitment effort to gain new members. Start the interest of the association now while the students are still in school. When you feel a part of an organization, you are committed to its success. Do you see that IGAEA is on the verge of losing its multigenerational attractiveness? We need a face-lift, not that we are not beautiful. However, we need to pass it on—don’t pass it up. It is amazing what we can get done if you don’t care who gets the credit. We need to plant fresh ideas. If you stand a little taller, bend down and help someone else up.

The speeches I was interested in reading were the speeches you wrote to me at the end of my speech. Your ideas were great. It was amazing to read how so many of us are on the same page and embrace the idea of a Student IGAEA Organization. I believe WE can parlay the strengths of the members to blend the printing graphic designers, tech educators, and all areas of graphic communications into an integrated, complimentary and functional interdependent unit. I believe we can position the association to be proactive and to take advantage of changing academic, economic, societal, and future concerns now and beyond. I believe we can foster intellectual growth and career development for our students in an increasingly interdisciplinary environment.
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I believe we can work cooperatively and collaboratively to have this association to take its rightful place as a bellwether association. I believe we can embellish our mission that will serve the members for many years to come. I believe we have the requisite skills and abilities to lead the association in making these beliefs a reality.

Listed Below Are Your Ideas Summaried:

1. Start a Collegiate IGAEA Association
2. Have every member to give a special letter from IGAEA to every Graphic Arts Communication Instructor at their institution
3. Assign an IGAEA member to personally contact and visit schools
4. Establish a telephone recruitment campaign
5. Frequent newsletter about the members
6. Focus on all aspect of graphic communication industry (not just the printers)
7. Embrace new members and first time attendees with the benefits of membership
8. Contact all of the high school teachers in the community college region who teaches graphic arts, and introduce them to IGAEA as a wonderful resource.
9. Need to get the word out beyond the existing base (e-mail, direct mail, regional conferences, everywhere. The 3 “Cs” – Communicate, Communicate, Communicate.
10. Appoint state directors to assist the regional vice president.
11. Recruit new members – from graphic arts fields and new media
12. Make Conferences as family friendly as possible.
13. Appeal directly to industry to support incentive awards.
14. Keep IGAEA Conference a family conference
15. Get the other disciplines involved.
16. Revamp the organization
17. Bring the students with us to our meetings.
18. Everyone to provide a project for the Communicator
19. Consider eliminating the invocation. It is a dated tradition that does not represent diversity.
20. Form collaborative relationships with ACCEC, GCC, and so on.
21. Hold the IGAEA Conference on the last week in June or First week in July for maximum attendance.
22. Need to follow-up the conference incentive award winners.
23. Need to assign a mentor to incentive award individuals to follow-up on them during the school year and encourage them to attend another conference.

Rookie Ideas

1. Revise the mission statement.
2. Give a more contemporary look to marketing materials.
3. Provide more detailed information to rookies.
4. Memorial service needs to be non-denominational, dropped from the program, or clearly identified as optional. It does not present an “open-minded” image of the organization.
5. Revamp the Gutenburg Awards.
6. Start a women in IGAEA e-mail group.

Whether WE embrace all ideas; WE are all entitled to our opinions. We are going to have an exciting year—WITH YOUR HELP.
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Best practices in the Heart of the Lonestar State (or Houston we do not have a Problem!)

IGAEA Members gathered in Houston, Texas for the 79th Annual Conference. Dr. Jerry Waite assembled a team of dedicated students and faculty to provide a memorable educational experience for participants.

The Conference began with a memorial service held at the A. D. Bruce Religion Center on the campus of the University of Houston, Sunday, July 11. The service remembered those members who have recently passed away. Former IGAEA President Robert Cox served as one of the speakers—remarked to attendees, “we should take the time to express our gratitude towards past members for their contributions in our lives.” Dr. Waite further expressed gratitude to Richard Hoffman for excellence in teaching typography and influences as an effective educator. Eugene Van Roy eulogized Richard Knox who was a Visual Communications Instructor at Western Wisconsin Technical College.

Dr. Waite also skillfully directed the St. Theresa Lisieux Catholic Church Choir of Sugar Land, Texas. The solemnity of the choir filled the chapel with quality music fittingly commemorating those who have provided dedicated service to IGAEA.

Key-note speaker Lyn Johnson, Vice-President of Marketing and Emerging Technology for Buchanan Visual Communications, gave an inspiring presentation about the successful transformation and growth of a once small printing company—she and her husband purchased from Earl “Tiny” Buchanan—to a present day company making use of technology. Their personnel grew from 5 to 156 employees generating 25 million dollars a year from sales of their products. The increase in personnel required expansion of their original 800 square feet facility to the present 75,000 square feet facility. “Customers truly want it faster, cheaper, and better,” Johnson said as she addressed members. Johnson further offered solutions for attaining better customer service and overall operational growth.

Following Johnson’s presentation, members, family and guests, borded buses for a trip to the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. Debbie Wilson, Centralized Systems Specialist for Océ greeted everyone attending from the conference at the Visitors Center. Jodie MacLellen (Marketing Manager of Software) and Keith Johnson (National Account Manager), also from Océ, gave a presentation about the commitment Océ has with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in providing duplicating services to meet the space program’s needs. After the presentation, there were plenty of exhibits, tours, and demonstrations during the rest of the visit to the Space Center.
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The name of the world's largest print media trade shows, drupa, is derived from the German words druck (to print) and papier (paper). Since 1950, the city of Düsseldorf has played host to the world's premier trade show for printing and paper technology.

The massive displays of print media at drupa 2004 continues to attract people from all over the world. Beginning on May 6 and continuing until May 19, over 394,000 people visited drupa 2004. Reported in a press release from the Messe (Trade Fair) Düsseldorf—“drupa 2004, print media trade fair, has more than exceeded the expectations of the exhibitors.” This follows the global economic difficulties experienced during the 2001—2002 years. Further, it was reported that the investment climate improved significantly with exhibitors reporting numerous closed deals during drupa 2004.

Albrecht Bolza-Shünemann, drupa President and President and CEO of Koenig & Bauer provided analysis of drupa 2004 at a press conference held on May 17. He stated that “drupa 2004 had a far-reaching significance for the entire industry—it brought back optimism and a sense of a fresh start for the international print media industry.” (Photo courtesy of Messe Düsseldorf / Tillman & Partner)

orders for KBA technology surpassed expectations with major contracts secured for commercial and rotogravure presses.

Dr. Hartmann Liebetruth, Chairperson of the Print Media Management Department at the University of Wuppertal coordinated the 35th meeting of the International Circle of Educational Institutes for Graphic Arts and Printing Management (IC). The IC conference was held for two days at the Congress Center building at drupa. Nearly 90 graphic arts educators, administrators and students attended the conference representing over 20 countries. Students from the Fackolschule Stuttgart were on hand to assist presenters. Presentations given at the conference pertained to a variety of topics—from curriculums of study to research projects. Announced at the conference is the new graduate level study program to be offered by European Universities of Graphic Arts, Media and Communication Technology. The internationalization of print media education that goes beyond restricted small regional areas and moves toward a globalized community of learners and workers has made it possible for 15 partner education institutions to offer a new advanced study in print media.

John Craft (First Vice-President of the International Graphic Arts Educators Association) attended the IC conference and gave a presentation titled “IGAEA und IC—Das Beste von Zwei Welten (The best of two worlds).” The scope of the presentation was to inform members of the IC about membership opportunities available from IGAEA and the 79th Conference that was held at the University of Houston (July 11 – 16, 2004).

The next drupa will occur Thursday, May 29 until Wednesday, June 11, 2008. Bis dann!
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Dr. Lee Weir is honored with the Fred J. Hartman Award.

Michael Stinett (r) produces a reproduction of a page from Gutenberg’s Bible while touring the Museum of Printing History.

Margo Booth receives one of many door prizes given at the Conference.

Past President, Dr. Jerry Waite inspects the Texas style barbeque.

April Showers is charmed by Ben Franklin (Harry Benson) during the Conference Banquet. April served as a member of the Conference Committee.

Michael Makin, CEO of the Printing Industries of America was the keynote speaker during the final day of the Conference.

Past President, Dr. Jerry Waite inspects the Texas style barbeque.

Jesus Rodriguez served as Master of Ceremonies for the 79th IGAEA Annual Conference Banquet.

Lenoir Collins is presented with the Fredrick D. Kagy Award.

Jack Simich presents Jim Workman of GATF with the Earl I. Sundeen Award.

Zeke Prust provided an excellent overview of drupa 2004.
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Conference Roundup: News and Views from Houston

An Apple a day...

Former Apple Systems Engineer Dreux Ste. Marie demonstrated the server capacities and lab management technology in the Atlantic Room after insinuating the OSX server is better than the PC.

Ste. Marie explained the architect behind the server then delved into its core server operating system. He followed with a discussion of lab management. With remote desktop, all clients' performances can be monitored by the administrator once their computers are tied to the network. This allows administrators to keep an eye on dangerous downloads, lock out and shut down computers, and limit the abilities of the client.

Evolving classrooms...

University of Wisconsin-Stout graphic communication management professor Len Bogner emphasized the importance of evolving with new technology during his presentation on the “good, the bad, and the distracting” points of transforming from a desktop to a laptop campus.

Bogner said there were tremendous benefits to the changes, such as the classroom becoming more mobile and communication increasing. There are also downsfalls. Many educators expressed concerns about online cheating during classes. One tradition he said he maintains is regular class meetings so students feel comfortable with the tools.

Light of the world on a screen ...

Appalachian State University professor Dr. John Craft presented a demonstration on digital photography in the Graphics lab. He discussed digital photography equipment and software.

“The most important things to know about digital cameras are the parts,” Craft said. “Also important are proper care and cleaning of equipment.”

He continued his presentation with brief overviews of digital photography software, such as Adobe Photoshop, iPhoto, and Microsoft Picture It! Craft demonstrated techniques in iPhoto and Photoshop for removal of “red eye.” He also demonstrated how to remove blemishes and alter facial features.

Managing color...

Western Michigan University associate professor Dr. Abhay Sharma presented an engaging demonstration on managing the complexities of color, and teaching it.

Using various visual aids, Sharma discussed the difficulties of color management and what needs to be done to improve current methods. The highlight of his presentation focused on Chromix’s ColorThink software.

With a rotating three-dimensional color profiles graph, Sharma amazed the attendees. Such exceptional teaching tools make color principles easier to understand.

Hit the lights...

Associate professor Jerry Waite entertained session attendees with a lively discussion of white balance and color correction July 15 in the Mac lab and dark room. Waite demonstrated how lighting can inflict incorrect coloring when shooting digital. Waite demonstrated how to adjust white balance, and various lighting techniques. Results were shown for color correction through Photoshop.

Forgetting the ink pen...

Dr. Cheryl Willis and Susal Mierschin threw out conventional note-taking during their presentation on tablet PCs. Session attendees used Toshiba Protege 3500 tablet PCs to follow a PowerPoint presentation.

The technology mimics handwriting, and translates written strokes into computerized text.

“Because of things such as carpal tunnel syndrome, alternative input methods are being created,” Willis said. “If you have students who turn in work electronically, you can mark it up on your computer.”

Learning through service...

Arizona State University Polytechnic Campus educator Dr. LaVerne Abe Harris discussed the importance of service learning. Harris described a project from some of her former students. The main goal of creating coloring activity books for the Drowning Prevention Coalition was a learning experience, but the skills learned from project management experience and the personal growth and intrinsic rewards made the project a true success.

Cataloging the future...

Dr. John Craft informed session attendees about the future of catalog production in the United States. The presentation was based on Craft’s recent study conducted of various companies and their catalog sizes.

According to the study, most respondents surveyed said they thought their print catalogs would decrease in size due to increased postal regulations and distribution costs.

Also, respondents said they believed Web search engines would be a major driving force in promotion and distribution of electronic catalogs. Eighty percent of businesses surveyed used “Google” to promote their company. In response to how large they expected their print versions to be, 39 percent said pages would stay below 35, and 31 percent said it would range from 36-100 pages.
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